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ABSTRACT
Capturing titles and footnotes from Microsoft Word readable RTF documents into SAS datasets for the quality
control/validation purposes has always been a tedious task for SAS programmers. Also, manually typing titles and footnotes
from RTF documents into various places in SAS programs is clearly time consuming and prone to typing errors. In addition,
SAS does not provide a built-in procedure to import titles and footnotes directly from a Microsoft Word (RTF formatted)
document into SAS, but SAS does have built-in procedures for reading data from Microsoft Excel. In this paper a SAS macro
%Read_Title_Footnote is introduced to read titles and footnotes from the Microsoft word readable documents using
Excel/Word Basic commands via DDE.

INTRODUCTION
In the pharmaceutical/CRO industry, tables and listings are often created in word (.rtf) documents using the Output Delivery
System (ODS) destination. For quality control purposes, titles and footnotes from word (.rtf) tables are visually compared with
the output generated on the same specifications from a second programmer or statistician. This method is time consuming
and prone to human error. In order to replace human visual check methods programmatically, the SAS developer needs to
convert the titles and footnotes from word (.rtf) documents into SAS datasets. However, there is no existing SAS procedure
which will directly import titles and footnotes from RTF documents into SAS. Also, one of the time consuming and tedious jobs
is to enter the titles and footnotes line-by-line from a table shell into SAS programs. Very often the titles and footnotes can be
changed even after the table outputs are generated. The ongoing changes require SAS programmers to update their table
programs many times and in varying places. This may cause errors in the final reports.
In this paper a SAS macro %Read_Title_Footnote is introduced to read titles and footnotes from the Microsoft word readable
documents using Excel/Word Basic commands via DDE. In order to avoid any typing error caused while entering the text into
SAS programs, a variation of this solution can be use to read titles and footnotes from word documents. Also, any further
changes in the titles and footnotes can be easily incorporated into a SAS dataset for the final study report. This convenient and
reliable solution will help SAS programmers/statisticians to have better control over the quality of reports and save significant
time. The entire process involves SAS, Word, and Excel which is automated by a SAS macro called %Read_Title_Footnote. It
will import the entire content from the title and footnote section of RTF tables, into SAS data.

TECHNIQUE & MECHANISM
The general process to convert a RTF document (header/footer) into a SAS dataset is as follows:
1. Open the target file in Word and copy the header/footer section.
2. Open Excel and paste the content in Excel and save the Excel file.
3. Read the content into SAS with LIBNAME or PROC IMPORT.
4. Delete the Excel file from the production location.
To automate these steps, the DDE solution is leveraged to build the communication bridge between SAS and Word 2003 or
Excel 2003. WordBasic commands (Microsoft Corporation, 1999) can be sent from SAS via DDE to enable SAS to take control
of Word and Excel
OPEN THE TARGET FILE IN WORD AND COPY THE CONTENT FROM THE HEADER/FOOTER SECTION

In order for a client/server communication link to be established, both SAS and Word must be running. Therefore, for
the first iteration, it is necessary to programmatically launch Word from a SAS session. There are several techniques
available to launch Word from SAS. The simplest one is the following statement:
%let rc=%sysfunc(system(start winword));
The above command is dependent on the finishing of previous commands. Note, the SLEEP function can be used frequently in
the SAS command/datastep that is dependent upon previous jobs finishing. This will help avoid errors from occurring due to
delays in the execution of previous SAS commands/datasteps.
The syntax for the SLEEP function is given below:
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DATA _null_;
x=sleep(5);
RUN;
The above step will pause the SAS session for five seconds.
To communicate with Word from SAS, the following FILENAME statement is used to establish the linkage between
SAS and Word via the DDE triplet:
FILENAME word DDE 'Winword|System';
Another technique (Roper 2000) to launch Word from SAS is given below:
%MACRO OpenWord;
FILENAME word DDE 'Winword|System';
DATA _NULL_;
Length fid rc start stop time 8;
fid = FOPEN('word','s');
If (fid le 0) then do;
rc = system('start winword');
start = datetime();
stop = start + 10;
Do while (fid le 0);
fid = FOPEN( 'word', 's' );
time = DATETIME();
If (time ge stop) then fid = 1;
End;
End;
Rc=FCLOSE(fid);
RUN;
%MEND OpenWord;
%OpenWord;
Macro %Openword will start an instance of Word if none is running yet, and will keep trying for at most ten seconds to
establish a DDE conversation via the system-triplet word. The filename statement will remain same as given above.
Below is the screen shot of rtf file:

Fig 1: Example of rtf file.
The next step is to open the target file “&in” by sending the FileOpen WordBasic command to Word with a
data _null_ step. Once the file is open in Word and the cursor moves to proper header section/page number, selects and
copies the entire header by sending the EditSelectAll and EditCopy commands as shown in the following data step:
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DATA _null_;
FILE word;
put '[FileOpen.Name = "' "&in" '"]';
put "[EditGoTo.Destination= "' "&page" '"]]";
put "[Viewheader]";
put "[EditSelectAll]";
put "[EditCopy]";
put '[FileClose]';
put '[FileExit]';
RUN;
It is necessary to programmatically close the document with the FileClose command. Further, the FileExit command
will exit Microsoft Word.
Since, the cursor can only move either the header or footer. It is not possible to read both header and footer in the same run.
So, the whole macro needs to be run twice separately to get the header/footer of an rtf document by pointing the cursor to
either header/footer section respectively.
In order to copy the footer section, the word basic command “Viewheader” can be replaced by “Viewfooter” in the above
datastep. This will allow the cursor to point towards the footer section.
OPEN EXCEL AND PASTE THE CONTENT IN EXCEL AND SAVE EXCEL FILE

The same approach as invoking Word is used to start a new Excel session:
%let rc=%sysfunc(system(start excel));
To communicate with Excel from SAS, the following FILENAME statement is used to establish the linkage between
SAS and Excel via the DDE triplet:
FILENAME excel DDE 'Excel|System';
Similarly, the %OpenWord macro given above can be easily modified to launch Excel from SAS.
The following command will paste and save the data in Excel file, and then close and exit the Excel session. The Excel
Error(false) macro function clears all error-checking and keeps Excel from displaying pop-up window.
DATA _null_;
FILE excel;
put '[Error(false)]';
put '[Paste]';
put '[SAVE.AS("' "&location\content.xls" '")]';
put '[Close]';
put '[Quit]';
RUN;
After execution of the above datastep, the data will be stored in Content.xls. Please see the screenshot below.

Fig 2: Screenshot of Excel File.
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READ THE CONTENT INTO SAS USING LIBNAME OR PROC IMPORT PROCEDURE

After the text or data is saved into an Excel file, it is time to read it into SAS by either using the LIBNAME
statement or PROC IMPORT. If the SAS/ACCESS license is available, the following libname can be used:
LIBNAME xls excel "&location\Content.xls" header=no mixed=yes;
LIBNAME dat "&location";
DATA dat.&out.;
set xls."Sheet1$"n;
if missing(f1) then delete;
RUN;
LIBNAME xls clear;
Below is the screenshot of output dataset:

Fig 3: Output SAS dataset.
In the above datastep, “&location” is the production location and “&out” is the output dataset created and saved in library
“dat”. This dataset can be further manipulated in SAS and compared with the dataset created by other
programmers/statisticians using PROC COMPARE.
DELETE THE EXCEL FILE FROM THE PRODUCTION LOCATION

To avoid any overwriting of the data, Excel file can be deleted as follows:
FILENAME db "&location\Content.xls";
%let rc=%sysfunc(fdelete(db));
FILENAME db clear;
“&location” is the production location.
%Read_Title_Footnote
To facilitate and automate the above discussed steps from opening the Word file to reading the Excel file into SAS, a SAS
macro called %Read_Title_Footnote was developed using SAS v9.1.3 or above (see Appendix for details) and Microsoft Excel
2003. The user can easily extend the macro to fit other SAS versions.
There are only five keyword parameters:
In: Define the path and the name of the input Word file, e.g., C:\Demo\test.rtf.
Out: Define the SAS dataset name, for e.g., raw.
Location: Production Location, for e.g., C:\Demo.
Section: Get the header or footer section, for e.g., Viewheader or Viewfooter.
Page: Page number default is 1.
Below is the simple macro call to %Read_Title_Footnote.
%Read_Title_Footnote(in= C:\Demo\test.rtf, out=raw, location=C:\Demo, section=,page=);
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CONCLUSION
Macro %Read_Title_Footnote can capture the title and footnote from word readable RTF documents into a SAS dataset
without any manual pre-process. The only drawback of this method is that the process is partially based on the DDE
technology which may not be supported by Microsoft Corporation in future MS Office releases.
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APPENDIX
%Macro Read_Title_Footnote(in=, out=raw, location=, section=,page=1);
options noxwait noxsync ;
%let rc=%sysfunc(system(start winword));
data _null_;
x=sleep(5);
run;
filename word DDE 'Winword|System';
data _null_;
file word;
put '[FileOpen.Name = "' "&in" '"]';
put '[EditGoto.Destination="' "&page" '"]';
put "[View&section]";
put '[EditSelectAll]';
put '[EditCopy]';
put '[FileClose]';
put '[FileExit]';
run;
data _null_;
x=sleep(5);
run;
%let rc=%sysfunc(system(start excel));
data _null_;
x=sleep(10);
run;
filename excel DDE 'Excel|System';
data _null_;
file excel;
put '[Error(false)]';
put '[Paste]';
put '[SAVE.AS("' "&location\content.xls" '")]';
put '[Close]';
put '[Quit]';
run;
data _null_;
x=sleep(7);
run;
libname xls excel "&location\content.xls" header=no mixed=yes;
data &out._&section;
set xls."sheet1$"n;
page=&page;
if missing(f1) then delete;
run;
libname _all_ clear;
FILENAME db "&location\Content.xls";
%let rc=%sysfunc(fdelete(db));
FILENAME db clear;
%Mend Read_Title_Footnote;
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